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A:Match the pictures with the following sentences(1)  
  

          …………………                           
  

 
 
  

  

                (  )                                              (  )                                (  )                                        (  )  
1.We have to speak louder,because my grandfather is hard of hearing.  
2. A monolingual dictionary  

3.We can help many people by donating what they need.  
4.By magnifying glass you can see tiny things.  
  

B.Fill in the blanks with the words given . One word is extra .(2) 
  

 

respect –   PC   -   founded      vary  –      -   boosts 

   
  

5. Kindness……………energy and strength in elderly people.  

6.I have saved many files in my…………….. .  

7.In some cities , prices…………..from shop to shop.  

8.This school was……………..30 years ago in Ahvaz.   
  

Match the definitions with the words (2)  
  
9. combination                                                             a.many times  
10.think and believe                                                     b.deserve  
11.to be worthy                                                            c. suppose  
12.repeatedly                                                               d. an arrangement in a particular order 



 

 

F.Choose the best answer . (3)  

17.Camera ………………..by scientists many years ago.  

a)invented                    b) were invented              c ) was invented              d) invent  
  

18.This book  is  cheap,……….I can  buy it.   
a) so               b) but               c ) or              d ) and    

19.Tina believes that her team members easily won the game , ……………… ?   

a) isn’t  she             b) does she       c) doesn't she              d) did she  
  

20.That is the house  in ………..we lived for ten years.  
a) where              b)  whom             c) who               d) which  
  

21. My products ……………each year.  
a) developed                 b) were developed         c) are developed            d) is  developed  
  

22.I would buy a house if I ……….. you.  
a) were              b) was            c)  are            d) been  

  

G.Make active and passive sentences.(3)  
23. invented /Baird/ the first television/ in 1924.  

active : …………………………………………………………… 

 passive : ………………………………………………………….  

   

24. my mother/ Ali/ gave/ for his birthday / a book .  

active : ………………………………………………………….  

passive : …………………………………………………………  

 

 

 

 

 

  

D. underline the best answer . (1)  
  
13.Tina ( burst – boosts ) into tears when she saw her score.    

14.I ( read – study ) a news paper.  

  

E.Odd one out . (1)  
  
15.a)  famous      b) medicine            c) physician                 d) take temperature  
  

16. a) introduction          b) pronunciation                   c) collocation                  d) definition  

  



H.combine the following sentences . (who – which – whom  )(1)  
  
25. The boy is my brother.He is playing football.  

…………………………………………………….  

26. I know Mr. Alavi .I saw him yesterday..   

…………………………………………………….  

I.Put the words in the correct order. (2)  
  
27. asked / a question /I /so/ my teacher / replied  

……………………………………………………………..  

28.Jack’s / in the train / was / money / stolen  

…………………………………………………………….  

  

J.Attack these words to figure out their meanings. . (1)  
29.unsystematically :   ……………………. ,  ……………………   

30.unexpectedly :    ……………………. , ……………………   
  

K.Complete the sentences .(1)   
  
31. If it got warmer , they ………………….(travel) to the north .  
  

32.Every body speaks English  in our class,…………….?  

  

L.Cloze test . (2)  
The first Persian dictionary which is still ……….33…….was compiled  more than 900 years ago.Loghat-e-Fors  was 

made by Asadi Tusi ……34…..was a famous poet in the 15th century.The list of entries   

……35……according to the final letters of the words.This dictionary has been used ……36…….by the poets  who lived 

after Asadi Tusi.  
  

 33.a) lost                     b) published                            c) supposed                                  d) compared  
34.a) which                  b) whom                                  c)  who                                         d)  when  
35.a) has arranged        b) have arranged                     c) have been arranged                   d) has been arranged  

36.a)  widely                 b) accidentally                        c) unexpectedly                             d) lovingly  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



  
 

   Reading comprehension. (4)  
Read the passage and choose the best answers.  

The best way to learn how to use your particular dictionary effectively is to read its introductory section where you’ll find out how 

the entries are arranged. The introductory section of your dictionary will explain important information such as the abbreviations 

and pronunciation symbols used throughout the entries. Introductions to dictionaries explain things like how entries are arranged 

(they typically give the word, and the variations of the word; what part of speech the word is; pronunciation of the word; definition, 

etc.)  Reading the introduction will give you a handle on how to find words and how to use information that you do find. There 

may also be information on the pronunciation of words with different spellings; this can be helpful if you have only heard a word 

and you’re not sure of its spelling. For example, if you hear “not”, it might also be ‘knot” but the “k” is silent, and this list can help 

you with suggestions.   

   
37.The introductory of a dictionary explains all of the followings except:    

a. abbreviations                                   c. combinations         
b. pronunciation symbols                   d. entries arrangement    

38.Reading the introduction will give you a handle on how to find words with similar spelling. Handle is closet in meaning to …….   

a. use                          b. guidance                         c. touch                          d. arrangement     
39.There are some suggestions about spelling of the words which sound the same in introductory of a   
dictionary.                                                                                                                                                    a. T    b. F  
    
40.You can use your dictionary effectively if you don’t read its introductory.                                           a. T    b. F   
   

41.What kind of information can your dictionary’s introduction give you?   
  
  
42.In which part of dictionary arrangement of entries is mentioned?    

                                                             Wish you the best! 

                                                                                                          Safari 

  
         

  

  








